
teenage daughter "cuts" 

> 

> 

>> My 15 1/2 yr old daughter cuts herself as a way to express her anger.  She 

>> had been doing it in private and then telling a teacher or councilor 

>shortly 
>> after.  She has been seeing a therapist for 21/2 yrs and has been in the 

>> hospital two times since March of this year.  The first was an A.R.T. and 

>the 

>> second a phyc. ward at a hospital with adults.  She is currently in youth 

>> ward at another hospital.  She has been diagnosed with depression and has 

>> been taking Paxil since April 14th.  She seems to be getting worse as time 

>> goes on instead of better.  I seem to see a pattern where her behavior 

>"acts 

>> up" just before her period is due.  The doctor where she is now will look 

>> into that.  Is there any chance for this kid???  She has been thinking 

>about 

>> suicide now and again but hasn't actually attempted.  Her behavior is very 
>> stressful to me and I have two other children to take care of--both girls 

>> ages 13 and 5.  I have lost two jobs due to either a hospitalization of 

>hers 

>> and having to take her to the hospital for an evaluation.  I have now 

>gotten 

>> another job which I fully intend not to loose.  Employers can only do so 

>much 

>> when you are absent too often.  I am now being checked into by the Dept. 

>of 

>> Children because I said that a hospital stay wouldn't do any good to her 

>> therapist.  Any ideas?  Any advice? 
>> 

>> Thank you, 

>> KMG 

 

Dear KMG, 

 

Let me try to help you with how YOU should be treated.  

 

Your daughter has a therapist and a doctor and a whole hospital unit staff. It would not help to try to 

second guess better that her direct helpers. 

 

You are overwhelmed and even under attack. Blamed as well? How can anyone think your daughter 
will improve while her mother is being destroyed!? 

 

What is your "diagnosis"? You are "the (single) Mother of a Deeply Troubled Teenage girl." Like 

initials? - you have the "MDTT" syndrome. And you are not alone. 

 

MDTT syndrome is one of the most painful and confusing situations a person can experience. Part of 

the confusion is due to the fact that we mental health professionals have a great deal of trouble defiing 

what we have to say to the MDTT. Do we blame you for bad mothering? Do we blame your genes and 

think you are probably equally disturbed? Do we see you as the confused mother of an ill child? Do we 

see you as a resource in guiding treatment? Do we see you as requiring therapy yourself, or as a family 

or support in an MDTT group? Do we think your daughter can prosper emotionally in your home? 
Oftentimes different members of the same treatment staff are "split" among these different messages. 

So no wonder you are confused about your role. 

Let me suggest some practical steps you can take: 

1. Pick ONE of your daughter's helpers whom you trust the most. 

2. Make an appointment for YOURSELF with this professional. 

3. Say you are very confused by your daughter's situation and your role in it. (You could even say you 

suffer from MDTT, but you'll have to bring this letter as a refernce.) 



4. Ask for advice about how you are seen. Say you are willing to hear that you are the problem, or co-

problem, or resource. But you want to know where to START. What is the most important next step 

you can make in this treatment? Therapy for yourself? 

For the family? A support group? You might add that beginning in any direction is better for you and 

your daughter than being paralyzed. Wherever you start, you will still be judging what other steps are 

necessary.  
5. Ask for help in getting a realistic referral, hopefully with justified subsidy from your HMO. 

Whatever this first step is, get started. You need to be in gear and working on solving some aspect of 

the whole complex. Trust that the referral will be helpful and give it a try. 

6. Tell your daughter what you have done and what you plan to do. 

7. Give your new effort a couple of months and the ask yourself if you are getting clearer about how 

YOU see things, and if you feel YOU are making progress towards solving something. 

 

It is most natural for an MDTT to feel at sea without any direction or partner. Being at the helm, even 

of a life raft, is far better than drowning. For YOU, and for your daughter. 

 

 

 


